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LITERATURE AND TRANSLATION
his thematic issue of Ilha do Desterro focuses on themes of literary translation. If literature can and has been studied away from translation, and translation handled within scopes distant from Literary Studies, it is also true that to think literature in its full complexity is to think translation, to put forth the question that intertwine literature and translation. One cannot understand the depths of literary history without encountering a multitude of languages and lives crossing in manners that bend and break the limits of each language. As was constantly stated by the Brazilian poet, critic, and translator Haroldo de Campos (2017) , translation is a mode of reading and critique essential to literary practices and production. It is a form of cultural connection and dialogue, a mode of learning and confronting the diference which lies in all texts.
Intertwining paths
One cannot think of English language literature without the constant contact and appropriation of other languages and traditions through translation. One may think on homas Wyatt and Henry Howard's sisteenth century attempt to emulate the Latin canon, which may bring to mind certain imperial undertones, 
Literary translation in a plural space of relection
If literary translation has been around for so long, the academic ield of Translation Studies itself is relatively young, sharing this characteristic with the ield of Literary Studies, and more precisely Literary heory, as being a new area confronted with a longstanding object of research and a wide variety of relections on it.
In 1990 André Lefevere and Susan Bassnett evaluated, based on observations from the area's growth in the 1980s, that the discipline of Translation Studies "has developed in many parts of the world and is clearly destined to continue developing well into the 21st century" (LEFEVERE, 2017, p. vii) . his prognostic conirms itself, undoubtedly, through the enormous vitality that may be regarded in the current state of Translation Studies, which can be observed, for example, in the sheer quantity of recent publications and events held around the world. Within this framework, the space of academic thinking on translation has expanded considerably and has developed new subareas of investigation, such as postcolonial translation and gender and translation, in addition to the perspectives that have been coined as "material turn" and "performance turn" in current Translation Studies. All of this is framed upon the need to critically elaborate on a history and survey of the ield itself, as can be seen in the massive multivolume he Oxford History of Literary Translation in English, and an attempt, as stated by Walter Carlos Costa (2015) , to come to grips with other adjacent areas, such as Comparative Literature.
Ilha do Desterro has accompanied this development especially by means of its thematic issues on the subject, which can be seen as among the references that mark the area's trajectory through Brazil, as noted by Maria Paula Frota (2007) in her "Um balanço dos Estudos da Tradução no Brasil" and, in a more comprehensive manner, has sought to contribute to a better understanding of the diferent aspects and processes involved in translation. he present issue hopes to continue this role to the area, more speciically on what concerns the relation between translation and literature. With their plurality of approaches, the works gathered in this issue on literary translation relect the diferent paradigmatic directions which are part of the current ield of Translation Studies.
his issue begins with Vanessa Lopes Lourenço Hanes's "(Re)pensando o conceito de tradução indireta em obras literárias", which analyzes a yet elusive concept and practice within the ield of Translation Studies, that of indirect translation. Hanes airms that, still plagued by the stigma of a marginal practice, this procedure requires an attentive study so as to map out its diferent manners and modes of operation. he article analyzes three cases: what Hanes names as pseudoindirect translation, the translation into Brazilian Portuguese of the Beowulf saga from J. R. R. Tolkien's translation from the Anglo-Saxon, and the complex mixed relation among graphic novel adaptations and translations. In "'Direct me, I beseech you, to Carcosa': literature, retranslation, and interference", Davi Silva Gonçalves tackles the concepts of plagiarism and retranslation, through the theoretical notion of creative inidelity, and by comparing his translation of "An Inhabitant of Carcosa" to that of João Reis, with the aid of the WCopyFind sotware. Keeping in view the use of computational sotwares in the practice of translation, Philippe Humblé in his "Machine translation and poetry. he case of English and Portuguese" approaches the evermore pressing topic of machine translation by analyzing three translations into Portuguese of three English poems, "A Letter is a Joy of Earth" by Emily Dickinson, "To a Stranger" by Walt Whitman, and "Sandra" by Charles Bukowski, and comparing them to the translations done by Google Translate. his pragmatic procedure leads to interesting indings and allows us to reevaluate some longstanding notions about the role of translation sotware in literature.
Once more returning to the notion of retranslation, and moving to more speciic case studies, in "he retranslation of Wallace Stevens' 'Of Mere Being'" Paulo Henriques Britto returns to his translation of the poem published in his wellknown 1987 translation of Wallace Stevens' poetry and compares it to its revised version included in the 2017 edition of the work. Britto pays special attention to semantic and formal diferences that have sparked his critique and reworking of his own translations, contributing thus with a deep study of Steven's poems and their translation. Carolina Paganine in her article "Tradução de poesia e performance: 'Still I Rise' , de Maya Angelou" examines various translations of Maya Angelou's famous poem and proposes her own translation, focusing on its possibility and place for performance, an extremely relevant element (though many times ignored when confronting the text), above all when we perceive the longstanding tradition of orality and rhythm in African-American literature. In "Do projeto de tradução de Lifey Swim, de Jessica Traynor para o processo de tradução do poema 'Sin-Eater'", Monique Pfau, Sanio Santos da Silva, and Noélia Borges de Araujo elaborate a collaborative translation project taking into consideration the complexities of poetic translations aligned to concerns with Irish culture and history. Beatriz Guimarães's "Traduzindo he Awful Rowing Toward God, de Anne Sexton, para o português brasileiro através da perspectiva dos estudos feministas de tradução" also deals with a proposal of poetic translation, yet in her case the main concern lies in assuming a feminist approach to translation mindful to the fact that "grammatical gender can relect hierarchies of sexual gender", and thus need be taken into consideration if one wishes to produce a non-sexist translation. Still within the scope of understanding translation as a contextualized political act, Eliza Mitiyo Morinaka's "Agnes Blake Poor e os PanAmerican Poems" analyzes the translations of Brazilian poets in Poor's anthology Pan-American Poems, a governmental translation project, aimed at promoting the idea of Pan-Americanism in times of war. According to Morinaka, these elements are at hand in determining aspects of textual translation choices.
he following articles move to a genealogical approach so as to understand a tradition in translating certain classical works of literature. Daniel Padilha Pacheco da Costa's "As traduções e as adaptações para o inglês de Ali Babá e os Quarenta Ladrões nos séculos XVIII e XIX" focuses on the editorial tradition of the irst English version of "Ali Baba, and the forty thieves" and its diferent editions and adaptations from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century. In "Genji Monogatari -Traduzindo a literatura japonesa do século XI para o leitor ocidental contemporâneo", Gisele Tyba Mayrink Orgado turns to Murasaki Shikibu's eleventh century Heian period he Tale of Genji, and the translational paths that have brought it to contemporary Western countries, with special focus to the English translation. Sherlock (1997) , done by Cliford Landers. he results of this analysis lead Silva to propose the expansion of Dirk Delabastita's model of translation strategies for word games. In "Dois projetos de tradução para A República dos Sonhos, de Nélida Piñon", Lenita Esteves examines the treatment given, in the English and Spanish translation of Piñon's novels, to the particular language of the work and to the "references to speciically Brazilian public igures, places, customs, and products", also taking into consideration the paratextual elements, specially the cover of both translations.
his issue closes with a translation of Anthony Pym's article "Overt Translation Strategies in the Histories of Robert Lowell and Ezra Pound", "Estratégias de tradução manifesta nas histórias de Robert Lowell e Ezra Pound", whose analysis of Imitations and he Cantos points out that these poet-translators consciously utilized translation errors as a compositional principle "for the construction of knowledge through the distance of foreign documents".
We would like to thank the valuable contribution of the authors of the articles here gathered, as well as the work of the reviewers who participated in the editorial process of this issue of Ilha do Desterro.
